S

Human (Luetharr)

60ish, a bit overweight, average
appearance.
You have spent 2 years as a prisoner in a
dungeon.
Someone powerful owes you a favor.
You put your interests and those of your
friends above all else.

Magician

History
You were a member of the official artificer
guild of Luether. Your mentor perished
saving you when you escaped the coming
of the barbarians 20 years ago. You have
set up shop in Tar Vangr, though you do
only middling business.
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You wield and create
thaumaturgical devices.
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CELESTIAL (p 119)
You have a small rod the size
of your hand that produces
radiant effects:
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*Light (0th) 3/day
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*Persistent Light (1st) 2/day
*Flash (1st) 2/day
TECHNOMANCY (p 142)
*Jury-Rig (0th) 3/day (talent)
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Languages: You can speak and read Modern and Old Calatite.
Religion: You worship True Magic and those who wield it.

These are devices you build
yourself. They have sufficient
charge to operate as listed:
*Bolt Thrower (1st) 2/day
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*Sparkling Shield (1st) 2/day
*Flamethrower (2nd) 1/day

Equipment

a

Coin: pouch (1d6 coppers)
Food: 1 week rations

Artificer's Bag (6 gc worth)
Large piece of charcoal that radiates menace
Collapsible pole (1/2 ft to 3 yards when extended)
No armor worn
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Wealth: You are getting by
Clothing (basic)
Backpack
Tinderbox
Waterskin
Torches (1d3)
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Staff (1d6)
Dagger (1d3)
Light Caster (2d6), range
(medium), 10 bolts, reload

*Sense Magic 3/day (p55)
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Weapons

Magic
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Spell recovery: Use action
to heal damage equal to
healing rate and regain
one expended casting of
a spell you know.
Artificer's bag: Bag filled
with spare parts (worth 6
gc worth of items). You
can construct useable
items from this bag on
short notice. These items
last until you next
complete a rest. (p61)
(Currently used to
construct a light caster,
see weapons.)
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Novice

Academic: Geography
Academic: Engineering
Academic: Medicine
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Description

Professions

Level

Ancestry

Name
Ithicus the Imbuer

